2018-19 Drama Series

Drop Dead!
October 11-14

A cast of has-been actors plan to revive their careers in "Drop Dead!," a potboiler murder mystery directed by "Wonder Child of the Broadway Stage" Victor Le Pewe (a psychotic eye twitching megalomaniac). At the dress rehearsal the set falls, props break, and the producer and an actor are murdered. During the opening night performance, the murders continue. The remaining thespians must save the show and their careers, solve the mystery, and stay alive for curtain calls.

One Slight Hitch
February 28 – March 3

It’s Courtney’s wedding day, and her mom, Delia, is making sure that everything is perfect. The groom is perfect, the dress is perfect, and the decorations (assuming they arrive) will be perfect. Then, like in any good farce, the doorbell rings.

And all hell breaks loose.
So much for perfect.

CHICAGO
June 14-16 & 21-23

Murderesses Velma Kelly and Roxie Hart find themselves on death row together and fight for the fame that will keep them from the gallows in 1920s Chicago.
CAST
(in order of appearance)

Agnes Gooch ........................................... Whitney Wolcott
Young Patrick Dennis ......................... Keara Brown
Mame Dennis .................................... Teresa Schwartz
Vera Charles .................................... Ashley Rudolph
M. Lindsay Woolsey ............................... Brandon Menke
Ito .................................................. Logan Brown
Ralph Devine ..................................... Skyler Hunt
Bishop .................................................. Jayden Venz
Doorman ........................................... Lucas Ellis
Messenger ......................................... Michael Cox
Mr. Dwight Babcock .............................. Michael Booker
Stage Manager – Shubert Theatre .............. Libby Schueddig
Madame Branislowski ............................ Jade Null
Beauregard Jackson Pickett Burnside ...... Kirk Jackson
Gregor ................................................. Jayden Venz
Uncle Jeff .......................................... Skyler Hunt
Cousin Fan .......................................... Tessa Vonderahe
Sally Cato ............................................ Tiffany Vonderahe
Mother Burnside .................................. Ellen Robben
Older Patrick Dennis ............................. Matthew Bell
Junior Babcock .................................... Ian McCreary
Mrs. Upson ......................................... Desiree Terry
Mr. Upson .......................................... Skyler Hunt
Gloria Upson ....................................... Laila Alvarado
Pegeen Ryan ........................................ Sabrina Ortiz
Peter Dennis ....................................... Keara Brown
Ensemble ............................................ Laila Alvarado, Matthew Bell, Michael Cox, Lucas Ellis, Morgan Good, Skyler Hunt, Maggie Kausler, Jamie McCarthy, Ian McCreary, Jade Null, Sabrina Ortiz, August Palmer, Ellen Robben, Libby Schueddig, Ariana Stokes, Desiree Terry, Jayden Venz, Tessa Vonderahe, Tiffany Vonderahe

ORCHESTRA

Woodwinds
Dana Barrentine - flute, piccolo
Christine Wilson - flute, alto sax
Brianne Moore - clarinet, bass clarinet
Morgan Torr - clarinet, tenor sax
Christine Dillender - clarinet, bar sax

Trumpets
Bill Gerdel
Roger Barrentine
Ethan Kinealy

Trombones
Bob Francis
Brandyn Dillender
Alex Bub

Synthesized Strings
Elizabeth Kusterer

Bass
Josh Hill

Percussion
Gavin Luther

CAST

ACT 1

SCENE 1 ................................. Somewhere in New York, 1928
Overture                      Orchestra
St. Bridget                   Agnes and Young Patrick

SCENE 2 ................................. Mame's Apartment
It's Today                     Mame, Vera, Ensemble
It's Today Reprise            Mame, Young Patrick, Ensemble

SCENE 3 ................................. Hallway of Mame's Apartment

SCENE 4 ................................. Mame's Bedroom

SCENE 5 ................................. Mame's Living Room
Open a New Window             Mame, Young Patrick, Ensemble
Open a New Window Part II     Mame, Young Patrick, Ensemble

SCENE 6 ................................. Mame's Apartment

SCENE 7 ................................. Shubert Theatre – New Haven
The Moon Song                  Vera, Mame, Girls
My Best Girl                   Young Patrick, Mame

SCENE 8 ................................. Salon Pour Messieurs

SCENE 9 ................................. Mame's Apartment
We Need a Little Christmas    Mame, Agnes, Ito, Young Patrick
We Need a Little Christmas Reprise Mame, Agnes, Ito, Young Patrick

SCENE 10 ................................ Peckerwood
The Fox Hunt                   Jeff, Young Patrick, Fan, Mame, Beau and Ensemble
Mame                           Beau and Ensemble
Finale Act I                   Young Patrick and Ensemble

15 MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT 2

SCENE 1 ................................. Prep School and College
Opening Act II                 Young Patrick and Older Patrick
My Best Girl Reprise          Older Patrick

SCENE 2 ................................. Mame's Apartment
Bosom Buddies                 Mame and Vera
Bosom Buddies Reprise        Mame and Vera

SCENE 3 ................................. Mame's Apartment
(6 months later)
Gooch's Song                  Agnes
If He Walked Into My Life     Mame

SCENE 4 ................................. Upson Farm
That's How Young I Feel        Mame, Ensemble
If He Walked Into My Life     Mame

SCENE 5 ................................. Mame’s Apartment
It's Today Reprise            Mame, Ensemble
My Best Girl Reprise          Older Patrick

SCENE 6 ................................. Mame’s Apartment – 1946
Finale                        Mame

(Ensemble)

If He Walked Into My Life     Mame

(Young Patrick and Older Patrick)